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The Eco Mark is  a  voluntary  program ran by  Japan Environment  Association. 
Contract fees from licensing companies and application fees from applicants cover 
whole budget for our activities. In this “Eco Mark News”, the information related 
to Eco Mark Program such as newly  selected Eco Mark product  category  and 
proposals for certification criteria is provided on the basis of the “Guidelines for 
Eco Mark Program Implementation”. 
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Interview

Toward the Society in Harmony with the Natural Environment
― Interview with Mr. Michio Hino, Director General of WWF Japan―

The 5th

Global environmental issues extend to  various fields and each issue 
interlocks with the other closely. For this reason we need to harmonize 
human  activities  with  the  natural  environment  through  the  global  and 
multilateral approach when we deal with the environmental issues. From 
such  viewpoint  we  interviewed  Mr. Michio  Hino,  Director  General  of 
WWF Japan,  who  is  also  a  committee  member  of  Eco  Mark  Steering 
Committee. WWF is the world largest civilian organization which operates
 with the aim of achieving the environmental protection. Their base points 
are placed in 50 countries and they operate extensively in more than 900 
countries.

●Global Activities Based on Partnership

－ WWF  has  been  actively  operating  the  wide-ranging  activities.  Would  you  tell  us  about  your  policy  and  the 
characteristics of the activities?

Mr. Hino WWF was established in 1961 to preserve the endangered wildlife. However we realized that it requires wider
 viewpoint to preserve the wildlife and to conserve the biodiversity. That is the reason why our activities cover various 
fields including the natural environment which is the habitat for wildlife, the climate change and the chemical pollution.

To be more precise we are promoting the activities based on six themes; forest, water environment, ocean, wildlife, 
global warming and toxic chemical substance. Our activities also focus on “Global 200”, which specifies 200 eco-regions 
to give priority in order to conserve the precious natural environment on the earth.

The global environmental issues are the global issues across national boundaries and more often than not it is difficult 
to deal with the problem at the individual country level. For instance when you need to improve the water quality in the 
river, which runs through several countries, it is not efficient enough if only one country takes the measure against the 
problem. Also when we try to conserve the habitat for migratory birds, it requires the cross-border cooperation.

NGO organizations have a big advantage for such activities because they are not restricted by the government scheme. 
WWF continues to cooperate between the base points in each country and values the partnership  and networks with 
various NGO so that we can promote our activities effectively from the global point of view.

－ What kind of activity does WWF Japan currently focus on most?

Mr. Hino WWF Japan was established in 1971 as the sixteenth WWF base in the world. Currently we have about 60 
people working for WWF Japan. Our activities are based on the six themes mentioned earlier and we setup the target with 
the perspective of next 30 years or so. Long term conservation plan and actual objective numbers are established for each 
project. We actually carry out our activities based on the medium term of 5 to 10 years conservation plan and annual plan, 
which are planned based on the said long term plans.

Recently we have been carrying out various projects including the promotion of forest certification system by FSC 
(Forest Stewardship Council), the conservation of ecosystem in freshwater for Lake Biwa, which has been appointed as 
one of the eco-regions in “Global 200”, and the conservation of coral reef centering on Shiraho coral reef around Ishigaki 
Island in Okinawa. As for the global warming we are considering the possibility of controlling the global warning by the 
emission permit transaction in addition to the reinforcement of countermeasure at the emission source of the greenhouse 
gas. We are pursuing the effective measure, which can attain the objective of Kyoto Protocol. We have also published the 
manual for family to explain about the toxic chemical compound and prompting the recognition among general public as 
well as their participation in the activity.

WWF Japan values the partnership of NGO in Japan and abroad. We are cooperating with local residents and organi- 
zations to carry out our activities. Many organizations are approaching the environmental issues from various aspects. I 
think they have the common awareness to try to achieve the sustainable society and leave the precious global environment 
for next generations. We would like to cooperate/collaborate with them while bringing out the best in each organization in 
order to attain the objective.
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● Shift the Consumer Awareness and Lifestyle

－  WWF Japan  is  actively  taking  action  in  the  aspect  of  environment-friendliness  of  raw materials  and  products 
circulated in the market such as promoting forest certification by FSC. What kind of viewpoint do you think we need to 
hold in order to spread the eco-friendly products in the wider society ?

Mr. Hino Currently there are several international forest certificate systems to promote the wood or its product from the 
forest which is managed with the sustainable way. Among such systems FSC has the most strict criteria and WWF is 
promoting the forest certificate and certified products by FSC. “WWF Sanshokai”,  which consists of  manufacturers, 
distributors and sellers who actively handle FSC certified products and the forest owners cooperatives, was inaugurated in 
Japan. They are promoting FSC and the number of certificate is steadily increasing.

We consider it is important to shift the consumer awareness and lifestyle to promote the eco-friendly products. If the 
buying side selects the eco-friendly products by priority and refuses to buy the products that have no consideration to the 
environmental effect, the supplying side has to change the approach.

It requires time and cost to manage forest adequately and to sort the wood from such forest separately at distribution 
stage. However there are increasing numbers of people who appreciate the environmental value of FSC certified products 
and actually purchase them. The result of several surveys shows the trend that the number of consumers who put a high 
priority to the environmental factor in addition to the price and quality is steadily growing in other product categories as 
well. If this consumer trend permeates the whole society, the environment-friendly activity will spread widely from the 
downstream to upstream.

●Make All Products Eco-friendly

－ What would you suggest we should do in the future to promote the awareness of Eco Mark and spread Eco Mark 
products widely in the society ?

Mr. Hino There are two aspects to the promotion activity for Eco Mark and its certified products. First of all it is very 
important to explain to consumers why the particular product is Eco Mark certified product, what kind of environmental 
capability it has, and how it can reduce the environmental burden so that they can understand it correctly.

Recently  there  are  some  distributors  who  provide  the  environmental  information  of  their  products  proactively. 
However there are still some stores which don't understand the meaning of Eco Mark products therefore can't explain it 
correctly when consumers ask about it. It is very important for the distributors who serve consumers directly to provide 
appropriate information in order to promote Eco Mark products.

On the other hand it is important for the manufacturers to fully understand why they need to develop the eco-friendly 
products and  what kind  of  aspects  they should  consider  so  that  they can reflect  their  understandings to  the product 
development.

The awareness of Eco Mark products will be surely promoted among the society by reinforcing the enlightenment 
activity from both upstream and downstream. When we carry out the promotion and enlightenment activities we also need 
to consider the collaboration with various main bodies and groups to search the effective way while taking the advantage 
of characteristics each main body and group has.

Personally I prefer all products to become the eco-friendly products eventually. In that case we may not need the mark 
to identify the product. However I hope Eco Mark can largely contribute to attain the society in which all products are 
eco-friendly products.

－ Thank you very much, Mr.Hino. 

Profile of Mr. Michio Hino
Mr. Hino is Director General of WWF Japan after serving NEC at various positions including an executive board member 
and a manager of Human Resources Dept., Marketing Dept. and Environmental Management Committee. He was inspired 
by Phylanthropy/Mecenat activities by American companies and the nature conservation activities by general public while 
he was working for NEC America. Although there are some people who say the global environmental issues are beyond 
help, Mr. Hino acts based on the belief, “We can still do it !” Mr. Hino is also appointed as a member of Japan Committee 
for IUCN, an executive board member of Wetland International Japan, and many other posts.
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Committee Report/Decisions

Eco Mark Steering Committee (13th meeting)

The 13th Eco Mark Steering Committee (Chairman: Prof. Akio Morishima, Chair of the Board of Directors of IGES) 
was held on September 28, 2004 at Azabudai Seminar House. In this meeting, the Eco Mark office reported the status of 
product certification, progress of establishment/revision of certification criteria, accomplishments of promotional activities
 and international cooperation and discussed upon the reports.

Among of all, such opinions and comments are tabled “Eco Mark is in the new transition period and we need to 
examine how it should be including the balance between high level requirements of criteria and accessibility for companies
 who apply for the certification regarding to tendency of declination of Eco Mark certified products”. Overall future issues 
of Eco Mark program was discussed.

Eco Mark Committee for Establishing Category and Criteria (31st meeting)

The 31st Eco Mark Committee for Establishing Category and Criteria (EMCECC, Chairman: Prof. Takashi Gunjima, 
Doshisha Univ.) was held on October 14, 2004 at Japan Environment Association. After the discussion, the following 
decisions were made;
〈Decisions〉
・ Primary assessment of 2 categories presented at the 31st meeting of the EMCECC was conducted. As a result, none was 

subjected to secondary assessment .
・ Partial revision of certification criteria for Eco Mark product category No.106 “Information Paper Version2.1”, No.107 
“Printing Paper Version2.1” ,  No.108 “Sanitary Paper Version2.1” ,  No.128 “Commodity Version1.0”  and No.130 
“Furniture Version1.0” that are submitted by Eco Mark Committee for Product Certification was approved and decided 
to be revised on October 14, 2004.
・ It was decided that draft certification criteria for Eco Mark product category No.117 “Copier Version2.0 (draft)” is to 

be open to  public (scheduled  to  be established  on March 1,  2005).  At  the same time, existing Eco Mark Product 
Category No.117 “Copier” is to be discontinued on the same date.
・ It was decided that Eco Mark product category No.31 “Refillable Containers”, No.54 “Replaceable Ink Cartridges and 

Ribbon Cassettes” and No.55 “Resource Conserving Containers for Edible Oils” will be revised at a new working group.
・ It was decided that “Products using Natural Energy (tentative)” will be considered at a new working group.
・ It was decided that validity dates are to be set and specified in the criteria documents for the product categories to which 

validity periods are not specified. 

(Continued on the next page)

Status of Certification Criteria (as of Nov. 1, 2004)

Classification Category
 No. Category Period of Open

 to Public

Date of Establish-
ment/Revision/
Discontinuance

Certifi-
cation 

Criteria
Status

Announcement 
 of Draft 117 Copier Version2.0 2004.11.1-

2004.12.30
2005.3.1
(scheduled) Annex1 Open

To be 
Established

－ Toner Cartridge Version1.0 2004.9.1-
2004.10.30

2005.1.10
(scheduled) － Closed

－ Civil Engineering Products Version1.0 2004.7.1-
2004.8.29

Establishment 
is postponed － Closed

Announcement
 of 
Discontinuance

22 Products Made fron Used Tires

2004.7.1-
2004.8.29

Discontinuance 
 is postponed － Closed

30
Blast Furnace Fine Powder Slag and 
Blast Furnace Cement 

37
Drainage Fixtures for Rainwater 
Dissipation

56 Recycled Paving Materials

65 Building Materials of Fly Ash
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Announcement of Revision of Product Categories

Is was decided that revision of product categories regarding to containers at the 31st EMCECC. Existing product 
categories applicable for this revision are as follows;

No.31 “Refillable Containers”
No.54 “Replaceable Ink Cartridges and Ribbon Cassettes”
No.55 “Resource-Conserving Containers for Edible Oils”

Acceptance of Opinions on the Proposed Criteria of New Product Category
and Discontinuance of Existing Category

Please send a summary of following matters in either way; 
・ Address, Name, Sex, Occupation, Contact Address, Telephone number, Fax number 
・ Name of the certification criteria for Eco Mark product category to give opinion
・ Opinions on the above proposal criteria

(1) Acceptance by mail and Fax
A summary of the above matters should be sent in writing (on A4 size paper) to below by December 30 (Thu), 

2004 (postmark effective).
Eco Mark Office, Japan Environment Association
Prime Kamiyacho Building 2F, 1-11-9 Azabudai, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106-0041
TEL: +81-3-5114-1255   FAX: +81-3-5114-1257

(2) Acceptance by e-mail
A summary of the above matters should be sent to the address below by 17:00, December 30 (Thu), 2004 by 

e-mail. When you attach a file to e-mail, please use MS-Word, Ichitaro, or Excel format.
e-mail: ecomark@ japan.email.ne.jp

Announcement of Certification Criteria

Eco Mark Producu Category No.117 “Copier Version2.0 (Draft)”  
 

Announcement of Eco Mark Product Category No.117 “Copier Version2.0 (draft)”  is decided as Annex 1. At the 
same time, existing product category No.117 “Copier” will be discontinued. We will accept opinions against this draft 
announcement from Nov.1 (Mon) to Dec.30 (Thu), 2004. For details on submitting opinions, please refer to the following;

Classification Category
 No. Category Period of Open

 to Public

Date of Establish-
ment/Revision/
Discontinuance

Certifi-
cation 

Criteria
Status

Announcement of 
Discontinuance 117 Copier 2004.11.1-

2004.12.30
2005.3.1
(scheduled) － Open

Partial Revision 106 Information Paper Version 2.1

－ 2004.10.14

Annex2

－

107 Printing Paper Version 2.1

108 Sanitary Paper Version 2.1

128 Commodity Version 1.0 Annex3

130 Furniture Version 1.0 Annex4
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Important Information

Setting Validity Dates for the Product Categories to which Validity Periods are not Specified 
 

Validity Dates for the Product Categories to which Validity Periods are not Specified

We will set and indicate a validity date in each criteria document for the product categories to which validity period are
 not specified at the moment (revised on November 1, 2004).

As we have announced in Eco Mark News No.40 (Published on April 20, 2003) and so on, under the new Eco Mark 
certification system starting from next April, once the current certification criteria are discontinued, the products certified 
based on the current certification criteria will not exist after that. (*There will not be an extension period to dispose the 
current stock.) Therefore renewal of the current contract or new contract of Eco Mark certification based on the current 
criteria will be valid only until the specified dates under new Eco Mark certification system.

Prior to the discontinuance, we will establish new corresponding certification criteria, so that the license holders can 
continue applying for the certification for their products. (For some product categories, however, there are possibilities that
 we will not establish new corresponding certification criteria. In that case we will announce the discontinuance of the 
product category.) Validity dates are subject to extension upon announcement.

Category 
No. Category Validity

Date

019 Hot-Water Supply Systems Using 
Solar Energy

2007.3.31

026 Products Using Solar Battery 
Modules

029 Soundproof and Vibration-Proof Mats

031 Refillable Containers

038 Storage Tanks for Rainwater

054 Replaceable Ink Cartridges and 
Ribbon Cassettes

055 Resource-Conserving Containers for 
Edible Oils

059 Combustion Apparatus Using Waste 
Cooking Oil

062 Energy-Saving Gas Leak Detectors 

071 Solar-Powered Clock or Watch

101 Recyclable Suitcase with Collecting 
System after Use Version2.1 2007.9.30

102 Printing Ink Version2.1 2007.12.17

103 Clothes Version2.1 2008.6.19

104 Textile Products for Home Use 
Version2.1 2008.6.19

Category 
No.

Category
Validity

Date

105 Textile Products for Industrial Use 
Version2.1 2008.6.19

106 Information Paper Version2.1 2008.2.19

107 Printing Paper Version2.1 2008.2.19

108 Sanitary Paper Version2.1 2008.2.19

109 Tile-blocks Version2.1 2008.8.31

116 Water-Saving Equipment 2007.3.31

118 Plastic Products Using Recycled 
Materials 2007.3.31

119 Personal Computers 2007.3.31

120 Printed Matters of Papers 2007.3.31

121 Returnable Containers/Packaging 
Materials 2007.3.31

122 Printers 2007.3.31

123 Building Products Using Recycled 
Materials 2007.4.19

124 Glass Products Version1.1 2007.12.17

125 Garbage Disposer Version1.1 2007.12.17

126 Paints Version1.2 2008.6.19

Category No. Category

022 Products Made from Used Tires

030 Blast Furace Fine Powder Slag and Blast 
Funace Cement

037 Drainage Fixtures for Rainwater Dissipation

Category No. Category

056 Recycled Paving Materials

065 Building Materials of Fly Ash

117 Copier

Note) We do not set validity dates to the following product categories which have been announced to be discontinued 
before March 31, 2005.
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“Eco Mark Usage Guidelines as a Symbol” for Government Organizations and Local
Authorities was Revised 

Eco  Mark has  been administrating “Eco  Mark Usage as  a  Symbol”  for  the  government  organizations and  local 
authorities in their free printed matters intended to promote and enlighten the environment conservation. In order to pursue
 the promotion and enlightenment of Eco Mark targeting general public furthermore, “Eco Mark Usage Guidelines as a 
Symbol” was revised as of October 1, 2004. 

For this revision our main discussion topics included the balance with the paid Eco Mark program and securing the 
correct usage of Eco Mark. In conjunction with the discussion, new items including the user registration system, which 
enables the applicant to use Eco Mark smoothly, were added to the guidelines.

Please find details on website 〈http://www.ecomark.jp〉.

〈Main Revision〉
1. Range  of  users  is  limited  to  the  government  organizations  (government  and  other  public  offices)  and  the  local 

authorities (prefectural and city/ward/town/village offices) as a rule.
2. Application of Eco Mark usage is not limited to free printed matters as before. It can be used in the wider media related 

to the environment conservation. However note that the distributing items (for instance leaflet, etc.) should be free.
3. Specific description beside Eco Mark is added instead of the name of autonomous body, etc. indicated below Eco Mark

 before revision.
4. “User registration system” is newly established for the frequent users.

Information

Distribution of Eco Mark Original Pamphlets at Ito Yokado Stores 
during October and November 
 Eco Mark Office is distributing pamphlets to appeal buying Eco Mark products and 

environmentally friendly shopping behavior for 2 month of October and November at 180 
stores of Ito Yokado in cooperation with them.   

This project is  the second time of “prize” pamphlet.  300 winners of  the book gift 
coupons will  be  selected  from  the applicants  for  the  quiz.  It  links  to “Environmental 
Friendly  Shopping Campaign”  held  in  39  prefectures  nationwide  in  October.  We are 
appealing this campaign as well featuring “Komake chan” on the pamphlet.

Shizuoka Asahi Television will Broadcast Eco Mark CM 

Eco Mark Office is cooperating with “Environmental Campaign/Eco Up Shizuoka” promoted by Shizuoka Asahi TV. 
This campaign is intended to make children who are responsible for next generation understand the importance of natural 
environment around them and dignity of life. Various types of attractions which audiences can participate are planned 
including “Declaration - I start  action today”,  in  which the  audiences  declare their  environmental  activities/behaviors 
through the program. 

As a series of  the campaign, Eco Mark CM will be broadcasted for 15 minutes during 2  month of October and 
November. If you live in the area of the broadcasting, please keep your eyes on the program.

PR pamphlet of  environmentally
friendly shopping behavior
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Exhibition Booth at “Kyoto Environment Festival 2004”  
(Eco Mark Consultaion Meeting is held at the same time)

 The Eco Mark Office will  display panels and  distribute materials  at “Kyoto Environment Festival 2004”,  which 
introduces activities of companies and groups who are working on environmental protection and you can participate and 
experience while you enjoy and understand.  Please drop by. Admission free.
“Eco Mark Consultation Meeting” will be held as described in the next topic.

Date and Time: December 11 (Sat), 12 (Sun) 10:00-16:00
Place: Pulse Plaza (Kyoto-fu Sogo Mihon-ichi Kaikan) (5 Tobadencho, Takeda, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto city)
Sponsors: Kyoto Prefecture, Citizen of Kyoto Forum of Kyo and the Earth, Japan Center for Local Autonomy
Contact: Eco Mark Office  Ms. Mizuno  TEL 03-5114-1255

Eco Mark Consultation Meetings (Osaka, Kyoto)

We will hold an Eco Mark Consultation Meetings on application in Osaka and Kyoto. Free of charge.

*Osaka
Date and Time: November 12 (Fri), 2004

1) Morning 10:30-12:30   2) Afternoon 13:30-16:30
Place: ATC Green Eco Plaza (Eco Mark Zone in Green Eco Plaza, Asia Pacific Trade Center ITM Bldg. 11F, 2-1-10, 

Nanko Kita, Suminoe-ku, Osaka-shi) 

*Kyoto
We will have Eco Mark Consultation Meeting at “Kyoto Environment Festival 2004”.
Date and Time: December 11(Sat), 12 (Sun), 2004

1) Morning 10:00-12:00   2) Afternoon 13:00-16:00
Place: At the site of “Kyoto Environment Festival 2004”

If you wish to attend the consultation, please apply to Eco Mark Office with following information by fax. The 
deadline is November 4 (Tue) for Osaka and November 26 (Fri) for Kyoto.  We will  contact you as soon as 
possible. Please understand that we will accept early arrivals when applications excess our capacity. Also, we may 
have to arrange date and time you did not specify. Consultation is only in Japanese.

1) Company/ Organization           2) Names of  attendants    
3) Phone and Fax number of attendants
4) What do you wish to consult about ?  (Please specify the product category and questions.)
5) Date and time you wish  (1st priority, 2nd priority;)

〈To apply〉 Japan Environment Association Eco Mark Office Certification Section
FAX: 03-5114-1257   Contact Mr.Suzuki
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Topics

Activities of Global Ecolabelling Network (GEN) 

●Annual General Meeting in Japan
We  had  Global  Ecolabelling  Network  (GEN)  Annual 

General  Meeting  (AGM)  and  International  Workshop 
celebrating the 10th anniversary of the establishment of GEN in
 Ikebukuro, Tokyo.

Participants  from abroad  were  36  from  23  organizations 
and the meeting scale was the second largest next to the one 
held  in  Oslo,  2001.  Especially  many  organizations  besides 
GEN  members  were  invited  this  time.  Organizations  from 
Eastern  Europe  such  as  Ukraine,  Latvia  and  Lithuania  and 
Asian  countries  such  as  Indonesia  and  Vietnam  that  have 
started/are preparing their ecolabelling programs participated. It
 is  expected  that  more  and  more  ecolabelling  programs  will 
spread around the world.

Living Planet (Ukraine) and Hong Kong Federation of Environmental Protection (Hong Kong) became members of 
GEN this time and the total members became 29 organizations.  We realize that the ecolabelling programs have been 
spreading quickly worldwide and when we look back there were only 14 organizations at the time GEN was established.

On the first day, Oct. 5, we had an International Workshop.  During the group discussion,  opinions were actively 
exchanged  on “ GEN  International  Coordinated  Ecolabelling 
System (GENICES)”, under which the common core criteria will 
be  developed  as  GEN  and  GEN  will  accredit  the  labelling 
organizations.  It  was  really  fruitful  for  the  promotion  of 
information exchange and mutual understanding.

At AGM on Oct. 8 and 9, active discussion was made again 
on action plan of GENICES for the next year, 5 years strategic 
plan from 2004 to 2008, cooperation among members, work plan
 for next year and so on as well as electing the chairman and board
 of  directors.  Some  members  presented  their  recent  activities 
including cooperation with distributors and relation with Green 
Purchasing Law.

Next AGM will be held in New Zealand.

● Special Group Discussion in “The 1st International Conference on Green Purchasing in Sendai”
During the AGM week, we co-organized a Special Group Discussion in “The 1st International Conference on Green 

Purchasing in Sendai” with the organizer on Oct. 6. In this group discussion, speakers from German Blue Angel, Nordic 
Swan, EU flower, China Environmental Labelling, Korea Eco-label, Indonesian program just started Type I environmental
 label, and Japanese Eco Leaf presented the current status of each program and future developments. 100 participants could
 tell the level of interest in environmental labels in each country.

Here is a part of the Special Group Discussion.

[the first session]  Future Development of Environmental Labelling Program
Transition of status since its establishment to the date and future developments were presented by German Blue Angel.

 In current years it was analyzed that “Applications for household category (electric appliances) are decreasing and it is 
related to the fact that there are less interest in the environmental issues among consumers”. They will secure accurate 
information dissemination and transparency and establish the position in the world market.

At the Nordic Swan presentation, rapid growth in certification application for the hotel and supermarket categories was
 reported. They also reported their marketing activities with new approach such as brochure distribution at the locations 
where the product category is related to when new specific criteria is developed. It could be a big hint for Eco Mark 
promotion activities in Japan.

International Workshop

Q&A in the Workshop
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Korea Eco-label, of which mutual recognition promotion is remarkable including the establishment of common core 
criteria among 4 Asian programs, presented their certification status and some issues to promote the mutual recognition. 
Recently, the number of certification is increasing dramatically and “enactment of Green Purchasing Law in November is 
urging it”.

The number of certification became 10 times more compared with the previous year for Type I environmental label 
“China Environmental  Labelling”  in  China after  they became a member of  WTO in  2002.  Their  activities  such as 
certification of eco-friendly products relating to Beijing Olympic Games in 2008 captured the attendants' attention.

[the second session]  Development of New Program and Quantitative Valuation
Background of  the establishment and progress of  Indonesian ecolabelling program newly established in June was 

reported. They said “Criteria development for Printing Paper, Textile, Powder Detergent, Leather Products and Leather 
Shoes is under progress. We also would like to join GEN”.

At the EU flower presentation, they presented the flow of criteria development and so on. Criteria development flow 
starts  from  selecting  a  leader  among  EU  member  countries  and  making  the  draft,  and  then  The  European  Union 
Eco-labelling Board establishes the final criteria. Contact organization of each member country accepts the applications

Japanese Type III environmental label “Eco Leaf” made presentation during the second session. The effectiveness of 
Eco Leaf were mentioned; “Some local governments began 
to use Eco Leaf as a purchase guideline. It is also profitable 
for  the companies  to  participate  in Eco  Leaf  program as 
their corporate activities are highly evaluated”. 

Dr.  Ning  Yu  concluded  this  group  discussion  as 
“Expectation for  important role of  Type I environmental 
label  is  increasing  in  accordance  with  the  legislation  of 
Green  Purchasing Law in  each country.  Globalization  of 
market  urges  the  international  cooperation  among  each 
ecolabelling  organization.  Type  I  environmental  label  is 
about to take the big first step”. 

Series of AGM event was supported by the Japan Fund 
for Global Environment of the Environmental Restoration 
and Conservation Agency.Special Group Discussion

Eco Mark Products under the New Product Categories are on the Market
 
●“Commodity Version1.0”

Commodities such as kitchen/tableware and housing/living products are heavily used by consumers in daily lives. It is 
expected that the environmental burden associated with daily lives will be reduced and the environmental consciousness of
 consumers will be improved by promoting the eco-friendly products in these fields.

Up to now Eco Mark covered part of commodities within the product categories established from the view point of 
materials  such  as “Wooden  Products  Using  Waste  Wood,  Thinned-out  Wood,  Small-diameter  Logs,  etc.”, “Plastic 
Products Using Recycled Materials” and “Glass Products”. There were also 8 product categories for the kitchenware such 
as sponges, coffee filters, filters for cooking oil, rubber gloves and triangle strainers. These categories are now sorted and 
integrated and new product category No.128 “Commodity Version1.0”, was established as of July 1, 2004. New category 
covers wider selection of  products including kitchen/tableware,  footwear and housing/living products.  Under the new 
product category's criteria, it specifies the criteria for each product materials such as wood, plastic, glass and fiber from the
 viewpoint of lifecycle as well as the additional items depending on each product characteristics.

Three products were certified between August and September 2004 based on the new product category. One of the 
certified products is “LEPLAS” by Placom Inc., Ashikaga-city Tochigi. The eco-friendly feature of the product is that it 
uses unified material and is made of 100% recycled plastic while it doesn't use antibacterial agent or fire retardant, and in 
addition it doesn't use the package. Gardening equipment, “Yo-ri Eco Planter” by Nichia Co., Ltd., Kagoshima-city, was 
also  certified  as  Eco  Mark product.  It  is  made of  100% recycled  plastic  and doesn't  use antibacterial  agent or  fire 
retardant. “Re-shokki, Pokera Series”, dishware manufactured by Yamama Toen Co., Ltd., Tajimi-city Gifu, is also one of
 the three products certified as Eco Mark product. This dishware is made of used ceramic (20%), silica rock, clay, etc. It is
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compliant  with the elusion criteria  of 
toxic  substance  and  they  consider 
reducing the environ- mental burden in 
the aspect of packing material.

We  consider  it  is  important  to 
enhance the awareness of the environ- 
mental  conscious  activities  and  its 
importance  by  increasing  the  oppor- 
tunity  for  consumers  to  contact  the 
eco-friendly  products  in  daily  lives 
while  we  promote  the  eco-friendly 
products including Eco Mark products.
 It  is  expected  that  the  increasing 
number of  daily commodities will  be 
certified as Eco Mark products in the 
future and will be purchased and used 
by consumers.

●“Furniture Version1.0”
We use various kinds of furniture at home and at work. Furniture uses a variety of materials such as wood, metal and 

plastics, and is manufactured through many processes from producing and processing of material to producing of parts, 
painting and assembly so that it is possible that furniture can influence the environment in many aspects. Especially the 
health effect concern of  toxic substance emitted from furniture has been increasing recently,  and the countermeasure 
against the disposal of used large furniture has also become an important issue. For these reasons we need to reduce the 
environmental burden throughout the product lifecycle and promote such environmental conscious product in the market.

There was only one Eco Mark product category for furniture, which was No.68 “Easily Repairable Office and School 
Chairs” until new product category No.130 “Furniture Version1.0” was established on July 1, 2004. It was established 
while we reviewed  product category No.68 and new category covers entire furniture. “Furniture Version1.0”  covers 

almost all items of “furniture” categorized by Japan Standard Product Category. 
Criteria in regard to the use of recycled materials and chemical substances were 
established and items such as the improvement of maintenance system to prolong 
the use of furniture were also included.

The first Eco Mark product under new product category is “Meeting Chair, 
Forma Series” by Okamura Corporation, Yokohama-city Kanagawa. This product 
has  the  improved  durability  and  its  structure  is  focused  on  the  long-term  use 
applying the unit parts that makes it easier to divert the product when the purpose of
 the use is changed. Back cover has a zip so that it is easy to put on and take off 
when it requires cleaning or replacement. It also considers in many environmental 
aspects including the usage of the coated cloth which includes recycled polyester, 
the inner-shell with recycled plastic and the powder coating.

An effort to promote the eco-friendly furniture also promotes the environment- 
friendliness of  materials,  parts,  paint/adhesives and other things that consists the 
product so that it helps to spread the environment-conscious activities in various 
industrial fields.

“Yo-ri Eco Planter”
 by Nichia Co., Ltd.

“Re-shokki, Pokera Series” 
by Yamama Toen Co., Ltd.
“LEPLAS” by Placom Inc.

“Meeting Chair, Forma Series” 
by Okamura Corporation
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xellent Ecological Topics
In this column, we introduce the eco-friendly 
activities of corporations and organizations.

Activity of “Green Delivery” is Widening

“Green Delivery”  is the activity which proposes suppliers of  goods to  use the delivery method with less 
environmental burden. This activity has been spreading centered on the local government in urban area. Currently 
Green Delivery has been promoted mainly in Tokyo, Kanagawa, Saitama, Osaka, Kyoto, Kobe and Tokai area. 
Local governments are also expanding Green Delivery to private companies while there are activities to promote 
Green Delivery by the collaboration of several autonomous bodies.

Osaka  Prefecture  and  Osaka  City  are  promoting  Green  Delivery  and 
started “Osaka Green Delivery Promotional Activity” in April 2004 with the 
aim of promoting the activity by private companies. “Osaka Green Delivery 
Promotional  Activity ”  is  a  program  which  proposes  four  main  points 
relatively easier for companies to implement; 1. Shift the delivery vehicles to 
those in  conformity  with  Green  Delivery,  2. Apply  Green  Delivery  to  the 
delivery,  3. Request  Green Delivery to  the suppliers  at  the procurement  or 
other  process,  4. Apply  Green  Delivery  to  the  transport.  Companies  can 
choose  the  point  they  want  to  work  on  and  register  as “Green  Delivery 
Promoting Company”.  As  of  October  2004,  6  general  companies  and  21 
delivery companies have registered and they appeal their activities using the 
logo,  a  sticker  of  Green  Delivery  conformed  vehicle,  through  internet 
homepage, etc.

Kyoto  City  collaborated  with  the  groups  of  local  shopping  street,  fiber  companies,  hotels  and  delivery 
companies (total 2,200 companies) and started “Kyoto Machinaka Green Delivery Promotion Conference”. They 
are  actively  promoting  Green  Delivery  activities  including  eco-driving,  efficient  delivery  and  adopting  low 
emission vehicles, and call for the understanding and cooperation of citizen through workshop and other means.

Tokai Three Prefectures and One City Wide Area Environment Conference consists of Gifu Prefecture, Aichi 
Prefecture,  Mie  Prefecture  and  Nagoya  City  held “Tokai  Three  Prefectures  and  One  City  -  Declaration  of 
Environment Conscious Distribution Promotion” in November 2003. They carry out the activities to appeal for 
the cooperation of cargo owners, distributors, delivery companies and administrations to reduce the environmental
 burden in  the  distribution process.  Concrete  activities  include encouraging adopting the  eco-friendly  vehicle, 
implementing eco-friendly driving, improving the efficiency of distribution system, selecting the environment- 
conscious transport route, and improving the related regulations.

Promotion  of  Green  Delivery  can  reduce  the  environmental  burden  caused  by  the  business  activity  of 
administrations and companies when they purchase goods. In the meantime it can also promote the environmental 
conservation activities among suppliers and delivery companies. Furthermore it can lead to the development and 
merchandizing of low emission vehicles by car manufacturers. For these reasons it is expected that such activities 
will spread in wider area.

e

Logo of “Osaka Green 
Delivery Promotional 
Activity”


